Implementation Science for Practitioners Workshop.
Attend the Implementation Science for Practitioners Workshop on Thursday, May 16th from 9am-5pm in Kowalewski Hall (College of Pharmacy) room 310. The workshop will be facilitated by Rohit Ramaswamy, PhD, Professor at the University of North Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health. Dr. Ramaswamy is also the Director of the UNC-RTI Consortium for Implementation Science. The workshop is open to the public, and is available for non-credit (FREE) and for graduate credit (regular UC tuition rates apply). If registering for graduate credit, students will be required to attend an additional half day of individual project consultations (Friday, May 17th from 9am-1pm). The workshop is sponsored by the Clinical & Translational Research Training Program, Center for Clinical & Translational Science & Training (CCTST), and the James M. Anderson Center for Health Systems Excellence. For questions and additional details, please contact Emma Jones.

UC Health Office of Clinical Research First Friday Educational Opportunity.
The next learning opportunity is titled “Investigational Pharmacy Services” on May 3, 2019 at 9am in the MSB Radiology meeting room E684. Lisa Altenau, PharmD, RPh & Dorice Smith, BA, CPhT will discuss the evolving role and services for research at UC Health.

The Department of Defense and Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education Appropriations Act, 2019, restricts the amount of direct salary to Executive Level II of the Federal Executive pay scale. The Office of Personnel Management has recently released new salary levels for the Executive Pay Scale. Effective January 6, 2019, the salary limitation for Executive Level II is $192,300.

For awards issued in those years that were restricted to Executive Level II (see historical record of salary cap link below), including competing awards already issued in FY2019, if adequate funds are available in active awards, and if the salary cap increase is consistent with the institutional base salary, grantees may rebudget funds to accommodate the current Executive Level II salary level. However, no additional funds will be provided to these grant awards. For more information visit https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-19-099.html.

Content to submit? Click here: https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W
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RESEARCH - Updates to policy changes, pre and post grant information, internal opportunities from the Office of Research, landmark publications, opportunities for collaborations on multi-disciplinary grants, and other information not under purview of other electronic publications. This is not for advertising seminars, speakers, etc.

CORES - Notifications of new technologies in existing Cores, establishment of new Cores and instrumentation, calls for collaboration on instrumentation grants, information about Core offerings, and highlights of research facilitated by Core.

EDUCATION - Trainees successes/achievements and innovations and improvements in education facilities and resources related to research.

CULTURE - Activities or opportunities that reward, recognize, inspire collaboration, and support our research faculty, trainees, students, and staff.